CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

Conference scope:

The global demand for sustainably produced electrochemical energy storage devices is at an all-time high and is expected to increase even further. With all the attention devoted to battery science, the production process of batteries is often neglected. The International Battery Production Conference bridges this gap since 2018 with great success.

In cooperation with the VDMA Batterieproduktion, the German competence cluster for cell production ProZell and the Fraunhofer Institute for surface engineering and thin coatings IST, the Battery LabFactory Braunschweig (BLB) established an international exchange and networking platform that addresses the latest developments in the area of battery production.

We invite you to share and discuss your recent results in the area of battery production by contributing a presentation or a poster to the conference sessions! We equally look forward to receive contributions from industry and academia.

The session topics are:

1. Housing, geometrical shapes and cell types
2. Module and pack design and battery safety
3. Electrode production
4. Cell assembly
5. Formation and aging
6. Production of solid state batteries
7. Module and pack production
8. Electrode, cell and module diagnostics during production
9. Battery production 4.0
10. Recycling and sustainability

You can submit your abstract until Mai 31st via www.battery-production-conference.de/call-for-abstracts/

The abstracts should include title, author(s), affiliation(s) and corresponding author contact information. Please indicate which session topic your abstract is related to and if you want to submit a presentation or a poster!

Please note: the conference language is English. Please submit only English abstracts.

We are looking forward to meet you in Braunschweig!

Important Dates:

Deadline for abstract submission: May 31st

Contact info@battery-production-conference.de